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FOUR QUESTIONS UPON THE RECETION OF THE WORK OF ART IN THE AGE OF MECHANICAL REPRODUCTION 
by Dot Tuer 
That the silent majority (or the masses) is an im­
aginary referent does not mean that their repre­
sentation is no longer possible. The masses are no longer a referent because they no longer be­
long to the order of representation. They don't ex­press themselves, they are suveyed. They don't reflect upon themselves, they are tested. The ref­erendum (and the media are a constant referen­
dum of directed answers and questions) has been substituted for a olitical referent. Now polls, tests, the referendum, media are devices which 
no longer belong to a dimension of representa­tions but to one of simulation. 
Jean Baudrlllard; In The Shadow of the Silent Maoities. 
A photgraph of the Krupp works or the A.E.G. tells us nothing aout these institutions. Actual re­ality has slipped into the functional. The reification of human relations-the factoy, say-means that they are no longer explicit. So something must e 
built up, omething atificial, osd. 
etold Bcht; as quoted by Walter Benjamin in A Small Histoy of Photgraphy. 
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1. Upon the Question Of Looking
I am standing in A Space gallery
reading white typeset captions on large, 
glossy photographs. Technically seduc­
tive in their craftsmanship, these colour 
prints form a reconstructed history/narra­
tive by Carol Conde and Karl Beveridge 
entitled: Oshawa, A History of Local 222, United Steel Workers of America, CLC. 
But perhaps it is not the captions which 
absorb my attention, culled as they are 
from the mouths and stories of people I 
know nothing of. Nor can I claim a fasci­
nation with the characters of the history. 
Actors, miming representations of the 
workers, seem, for me, frozen bodies, 
static postures, artificial expressions. 
Staged in settings which re-create the his­
torical specificity of each decade in a me­
ticulous abundance of props, they be­
come positioned into a photographic 
space I no longer recognize. There is no 
identification here. Rather, my gaze is dis­
rupted/ruptured by a curious framing de­
vice. For within each image is contained 
other images, photographs, drawings; 
framed by walls, mirrors, windows; re­
flections upon reflections of representa­
tion and the circularity of meaning. 
Suddenly distracted, I hear a voice over 
my shoulder, which emanates from the 
centre of the gallery. This voice exclaims: 
"The work is, after all, reductive; imagine 
thinking that one can represent the work­
ing class.'·' 
I am no longer seeing the photographs, 
rather I am engaged in a silent respons­
with myself? with the commentator? It 
goes something like this: 
"So, by implication, you mean artists 
cannot represent the working class be­
cause they are a) artists; b) not therefore 
the working class; or because c) there is 
no working class?" 
These questions remained questions, for I 
did not seem disposed to analysis since 
after all, photographs are for looking ... 
at. But I could not re-engage my gaze. In­
stead I bought a book tha.contained the 
photographs that were in the show and 
abruptly left the gallery. 
2. Upon The Question of Reading
The photographs, bound into pages
of a text and reproduced in black and 
white, function as discursive images, the 
allure/lure of a technical mastey and ex­
hibition value fading before the insistence 
of a narrative reading. As such, the mon­
tage of individual exeriences, 'selected, 
then recoistructed into a linear history, 
demarcates a critical framework by which 
to recognize the subject. The social rede­
fines the olitical (the visual settings of the 
workers' homes); the political redefines 
the social (the emphasis on the role of 
women within the union); the objective 
becomes subjective (the captions recon­
structed from the oral memories of the 
workers); and the subjective becomes ob­
jective (the events of union organization 
explicated from the authority of the third 
person). And as such, the narrative does 
not appear to challenge th_e status of dis-
Carole Conde & Karl Beveridge; Oshawa, A 
artists. 
There can never be any question of "just I 
vision is structured in such a way that the lk 
always-already entrain a history of the subt 
Victor Burgin; Photography, Fantasy, Fi.
Is it not the task of the photgrapherde of the augurs and the haruspices-to reeal and to oint to the guilty in his pictures? "e teracy of the future," someone has said, "wl ignorance not of reading or writing but of raphy." But must not a photgrapher who 
read his own pictures e no less accountd I erate? Will not the caption bcome the tl. 
otant pat of the photgraph? 
Walter enjamin; A Small Histoy of Photography. 
t photgraphy is not only to reord but to en­
�hten. The form of reording is suficient to exter­
alise a eader; if however, he is represented as a 
d General in his character and social role is urned around and falsifid ... the old authoritari­an, fetishistic psycholgy is quite mechanically ansferrd to the leader of the workers. 
Te Editors of Noy Le, as quoted by Victor urgin in Photgraphy, Fantasy, Fiction. 
Carole Conde & Karl Beveridge; Oshawa ... Pat I, 
937. 
course/fiction as a universalizing register 
of the subject's historical position. Rather, 
it opposes the "official" point of view 
with another "truth"; one which idealizes 
the worker as subject to the access of this 
knowledge, and privileges the producers 
of the images as the authors/voices which 
have uncovered this always-in-waiting/­
not-yet-spoken reality. A closer examina­
tion, however, reveals a parallel reading 
which ruptures the universalizing and mi­
metic construction of the narrative. For 
within each photograph there functions a 
collage, a frame within a frame, which in­
scribes the subject as subject to a field of 
representations. Thus the circulation of 
meaning becomes circular: the juxtaposi­
tion of cultural associations challenges 
the status of the narrative con truction 
and the authority of the photograph. 
3. Upon The Question of 
Representation 
Part 1, 1937, locates the subject as 
worker within a kitchen setting. This is 
not an hermetically sealed construction, 
however, for the background wall is tran­
sparent, giving access to a projection of 
images. A woman's head appears in the 
foreground of this background screen, 
reminiscent of Rodchenko's Young 
Woman Pioneer. Through a sequence of 
four photographs she is slowly defaced by 
the posture of a male worker who stands 
in front of her visage, gradually displaced 
by the edge of the frame which crops her 
features. In subsequent photographs, she 
is replaced by a figure whose shadowy 
trade occupies the foreground of the 
frame as the screen dissolves back into 
the detai I of the kitchen wal I. The osture 
of this leader signifies the closure of a de­
bate in post-revolutionary Russia regard­
ing the otential of formal experimenta­
tion in photography to represent and 
enlighten the worker in the socialist state. 
A full page portrait of Stalin in Pravda sig­
nals the return of "the old authoritarian 
fetishistic psychology," and the expulsion 
of Rodchenko from Oktyabr for the publi­
cation of his deforming portrait of a pio­
neer, spells the end of a "revolutionary" 
aesthetic. Representation becomes sub­
ject to an ideologically dictated "correct" 
point of view. In Canada, the possibilities 
this dialogue could have opened for col­
laboration between artists/photographers 
and the workers is squeezed from the 
frame. The kitchen window displays con­
ventional media/archival documents of 
smiling housewives and factory scenes. 
In the context of this observational pho­
tography, women have infiltrated the fac­
tory in the name of the great war effort in 
Part 2, 1938-1945. As actors representing 
an historical moment, the characters/­
women find themselves re-imaged 
through the kitchen window frame, posed 
in front of painted dropbacks, scenes from 
a play they must exit in 1945. Here, the 
double reflection of a constructed, rather 
than archival, photography emphasizes 
the absence of working women from a 
documentary photography that suppos­
edly "captures" the spirit and the lives of 
the times. By 1949, an internal reference 
Regardless of how much we may strain to main­
tain a "disinterested" aesthetic mode of appre­hension, an appreciation of the "purely" visual, 
when we look at an image it is constantly and ir­reversibly integrated and collated with the intricate psychic network of our knowledge. It is the com­ponents of this network that an image must re­present, reactive and re-inforce, there is no choice 
in this. What flexibility there is comes in the way in which these components are assembled. 
Victor Burgin; Photography, Fantasy, iction. 
Carole Conde & Karl Beveridge; Oshawa ... Pat 2, 
1938-45. 
We do not see what we lok at. We do not see the wondeful perspective shotcomings and inclines of the objects. We, who have learned to see what we are used to seeing and what is indoctrinated into us, should reveal the world. We should revo­lutionize our visual perception. 
Alexander Rodchenko; quoted from Victor Bur­gin's Photography, Fantasy, Fiction. 
Carole Conde & Karl Beveridge; Oshawa ... Part 3, 
1949-64. 
The camera intrduces us to unconscious optics as does psychoanalysis to unconscious impulses. 
Walter enjamin; The Work of At in the Age of 
Mechanical Production. 
What is now at issue is the work of fixing those im­
ages which become reality for a subject, in the same movement offering the subject ositions from which the images will be experienced as its own: understanding that this "it" is only consti­
tuted as subject through the agency of such movement, that there is no subject prior to its con­struction across the field of representation. 
Victor Burgin; Photography, Fantasy, Fiction. 
Carole Conde & Karl Beveridge; Oshawa ... Part 4, 
the 1970s. 
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to the photograph had disappeared within 
the frame. Instead, a Constructivist sculp­
ture encircles the workers, diffused from 
its revolutionary import of the 1920s, 
appropriated as an international style that 
seeks to fuse the practical utility of tech­
nological materials with the everyday 
concerns of the working people. For the 
women as automatons "thinking how 
much you hate it (the factory job)," this 
abstracted representation of their experi­
ences had no relation to their position as 
subjects within a symbolic world. 
It is 1959. The workers pose themselves 
in the captioned context of the McCarthy 
hearings. The window frames a social re­
alist poster. In the next photograph the 
window is opened to revea I the advent of 
abstract expressionism. The TV displays 
images of the "average" American family. 
Art is representation of the subject has 
been disavowed/incorporated as a signi­
fier of two superpowers' ideologies. The 
communist "model" is identified as a pro­
pagandistic tool that signifies that ideal­
izes the subject; as a reactionary formal­
ism that objectifies the subject/worker as 
the "pure" focus of mi mes is. The "Ameri­
can" model on the other hand is also in 
question of the materiality/purity of the 
object, but as an absence of the subject/­
worker in which the exteriorized, self-re­
flexive gesture of the brush denies art's 
relationship to mimesis. It was left for the 
television, the film, the photograph, to 
delineate a representational space for the 
subject and its position in the world. 
In Part 4, the 1970s, the question of the 
subject's alienation from mechanical 
means of reproduction/representation is 
raised through the device of the mirror 
which dominates the frames. Like Lacan's 
mirror stage in psychology where the 
child mistakes his construction of an ideal 
image as identical with the real (self), 
photographs foster an i I lusion of identifi­
cation in which the viewer "recognizes" 
another as the same as himself. We are 
not "seeing" however the subject/worker 
as an unmediated presenc_e but rather 
"constructing" our images through a 
complex signifying and semiotic collage 
of all prior experience of representation. 
In such a model, we are unable to deli­
neate our inscription as subjects in the 
dominant order from our reading vis-a-vis 
our position in the photograph's repre­
sentation of this structure. A cul-de-sac of 
the individual's reception, production, 
construction of any image, we are not 
only ideologically positioned by repre­
sentation but pre-consciously disposed to 
our recognition as subjects within this dis­
course. The field of representational struc­
tures as well as visual and linguistic signi­
fiers captures us as subject-to a 
mechanism of "seeing" that reinscribes 
our position within the authority, power, 
domination, repression of the symbolic 
and social order. 
4. Upon The Question of Speaking 
Through the construction of an his­
torical frame that juxtaposes the narrative 
of a photo-montage against the cultural 
contexts in which art and photography 
Its (photography's) triumphs and monumentsait 
historical, anectodal, repotorial, obsevational fore they are purely pictorial. 
Clement Greenerg; as quoted by Victor But 
in Photography, Fantasy, Fiction. 
photography to be an at involves reformulat­
otions of art, rejecting oth material and for­
purism and also the separation of 'at' from merce' as distinct semiotic practices which 
interlock. Photography is not an 'at-in-itself' ore than film, but an option within an inter-. tic and inter-textual arena. 
Wollen; as quoted by Victor Burgin in 
tgraphy, Fantasy, Fiction. 
tis to say, the problem is not so much defining 
litical "position" (which is to choose from a xisting set of possibilities) but to imagine and into being new forms of "politicisation." If · icisation" means falling back upon ready­choices and institutions, then the effot of ering the relations of force and mechanisms Wer is not wothwhile. 
I Foucault; Power/Knowledge. 
sought to represent the subject of a 
worker in the 20th century, Carol Conde 
and Karl Beveridge leave the viewer with 
the question central to the production of 
representation at the present moment. Is it 
possible to create a cultural image that 
does not inscribe the viewer as subject to 
the social, cultural and political discourse 
of the dominant order? For Carol Conde 
and Karl Beveridge, the answer is clear 
enough. The artist must abandon the illu­
sion of independence and individuality in 
the production of art. Since we are all 
subject to the field of representation 
which constructs the symbolic order, we 
cannot change our "ways of seeing" by 
seeking "alternate" representation. Rath­
er, the atist must deconstruct the mecha­
nisms which suport the circulation of im­
ages; aligning himself/herself with those 
who are absented from the institutions 
which produce meaning. By offering a 
voice to women, the worker, the silenced 
majority, the artist engages in a collabora­
tive and collective process with these in­
visible Others, opposing the economic 
and social forces which currently control 
cultural production. Thus in Part 5, 7984, 
the juxtapo ition of collage/montage is re­
placed by a conventional documentary 
style which repre ents "real" workers in 
"real" ettings. Carol Conde and Karl 
Beveridge are no longer peaking for or of 
the workers but with them. 
While one cannot underestimate or re­
duce the merit of this strategy in its specif­
ic, localized context (there exist no other 
histories of the Oshawa union in either 
academic, photographic, or popularized 
fictional form), the universalizing claim 
that cultural production can speak "with" 
the workers through collaborative efforts 
sti II raises the question of who speaks to 
whom. For by prioritising the worker as 
the only speaking subject in a re-presenta­
tion of images, is one able to actually tear 
at a hegemonic order that constructs the 
position of the subject not only at the 
level of images, but in the very nature of 
the family and of sexually-identified dif­
ference? Rather, does one not end up only 
reversing the mechanisms of absence and 
presence which sustain the symbolic or­
der of hierarchy and power? The boss, the 
capitalist, the manager, becomes the ab­
sent Other, and the worker replaces his/ 
her absence with a new definition of the 
privileged subject. The viewer still re­
ceives this representation as a process of 
identification, understanding its signifi­
cance in terms of a discourse which posits 
"recognition" of an image as a signifier of 
its truth. It seems that Carol Conde and 
Karl Beveridge have raised important the­
oretical and critical issues regarding the 
circulation of meaning in images and its 
implication for the political and opposi­
tional artist. They have not, however, 
posited an alternate strategy which seems 
to effectively challenge the cul-de-sac of 
representation in the post-modernist era. 
How can one formulate strategies which 
rupture the inscription of the subject as 
Other, in the field of representations re­
mains the central dilemma for any artist 
concerned with the relationship of politics 
to art. • 
The problem is at once to distinguish among 
events, to differentiate the networks and levels to which they belong, ad to reconstitute the lines along which they are connectd and engender one another. From this follows a refusal of analy­ses couched in terms of the symbolic field or the 
domain of signifying structures, and a recourse to analyses in terms of the genealogy of relations of force, strategic developments, and tactics. 
Michael Foucault; Power/Knowledge. 
Critical thought chooses and judges, it produces 
differences, it is by selection that it presides over 
meaning. The masses, on the other hand, do not choose, they do not produce differences but a 
lack of differentiation-they retain a fascination for the medium which they prefer to the critical exi­
gencies of the message. 
Jean Baudrillard; In The Shadow of the Silent 
Majorities. 
Carole Conde & Karl Beveridge; Oshawa ... Pat 2, 
1938-45. 
